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INTRODUCTION
Reviewing the small body of sex research in the communication discipline, it would appear that although many studies examine health issues related to sexuality—including disease and prevention (e.g., Basu, 2011), campaigns (e.g., Palmgreen & Donohew, 2010), and adolescent sex education (e.g., Jones & Biddlecom, 2011)—there is limited exploration about issues such as sexual pleasure, sex talk in relationships, or even what sex means to personal identity. In this essay I advocate for and work toward a holistic approach to communication and sexuality, one that considers all aspects of sexuality and communication as relevant to a person's well-being. The ideas explored here are a response to critiques about limited understandings of both relationships and sexuality (Foster, 2008; Manning, 2013) as well as sexual health (Baglia, 2005; Tiefer, 2004). Following Ashcraft and Mumby (2004), I label this approach as a communicology—specifically a communicology of sexuality—in hopes of establishing that a communicative approach is both disciplinary-unique (similar to a sociological or psychological approach) and yet all-inclusive of a broad range of ideas regarding sexuality and communication. As Martinez (2011), who also uses a communicology label, notes, communication studies about sexuality are largely fragmented and are in need of connection.

Addressing all of these fragments is beyond the reach of a single essay, but the overview presented in this one establishes generative links across many research traditions. This cross-tradition approach is inspired by Craig (1999, 2007) who argues that the field of communication is a constitutive one that connects at least seven different research traditions to look at similar (and sometimes not-so-similar) ideas and concepts through multiple lenses in order to compare knowledge claims and allow for generative perspectives. A rhetorician may examine how claims about sexuality are structured in public health debates, a cultural scholar may examine how the discourses introduced in those debates play into everyday talk about health care, and a critical scholar may examine how the rhetoric and discourses used ignore women and people of color. Together, those
different traditions of communication research allow for different claims to be considered holistically, in one discipline, to make constitutive and often practical claims.

To begin considering a holistic communology of sexuality, I offer an overview of areas of traction in sexual health studies as they relate to communication. This research primarily falls into two domains: medical approaches and critical approaches. I close that overview with an examination of interpersonal and relational aspects of sexuality and health, as sex and sexuality are constructed in most cultures as inherently relational and, as such, serve as a gateway for a holistic sense of how sex plays into physical and mental health. To further illustrate these connections, I then offer brief glimpses into three different research studies that explore some aspect of interpersonal sexuality and health. It is my hope that, collectively, the research reviewed or presented here allows for continued development of a holistic communology of sexuality inclusive of connections between relationships and health.

Areas of Traction in Sexual Health Studies

Studies of sexual health—including studies in the communication discipline—have largely fallen into two categories: those that take a medical approach, or that are firmly rooted in scientific principles and inquiry; and critical approaches, studies that are still systematic and often empirical but that typically use more subjective methods in order to empower or give voice to marginalized communities. Questions about how the two seemingly disparate areas of inquiry can work together continue to be a part of conversations about studies of sexuality in the academy (Manning, 2009a); and yet as traction builds in both medical and critical camps still other areas of inquiry continue to develop (e.g., qualitative health studies; Morse, 2012). Embracing Craig’s (1999) spirit of considering communication as a constitutive field of study and Manning’s (2014) notions about how these apply to interpersonal communication in particular, these differences in perspective should not be viewed as troublesome but instead as another consideration for developing full, rich, and multilayered theoretical and practical approaches that a single research tradition would not allow. Here I briefly examine both medical and critical approaches, sharing exemplars from communication research studies when possible. As these categories and exemplars demonstrate, studies of sexual health reach far beyond doctor-patient interaction or public health campaigns.

Medical approaches

The majority of sexuality research across the academy would be categorized as falling into a medical model of sexuality (Tiefer, 1996; Tiefer, 2004). Much of this work is interdisciplinary, but as one might expect disciplines including medicine, public health, and psychology contribute a great deal to this body of research. Organizations such as the Society for the Scientific Study of Sexuality (see http://www.sxscience.org) often provide a platform for researchers who take this approach, especially as it allows for cross-disciplinary conversation. Medical-oriented studies of sexuality often use physiobiological measures for understanding body functions and sociopsychological measures for understanding behaviors and social aspects of sexuality. Examining the Handbook of Sexuality-Related Measures shows over 100 different instruments used to understand sexuality, ranging from measures of arousal/arousability to disability to harassment to sexually transmitted diseases (Davis, Yarber, Bauserman, Schreer, & Davis, 1998). In examining scientific approaches to sexuality, four key areas emerge.

Sexual behaviors and identities. One area of sexuality research explores sexual behaviors and identities. For example, Herbenick and colleagues conducted an extensive survey involving a national probability sample of 5,865 men and women aged 14–94 in order to consider the sexual behaviors of adolescents and adults in the United States (Herbenick et al., 2010). Such research allows a general sense of what kinds of sexual behaviors are being enacted and who is likely to be doing them. For instance, their study demonstrated that masturbation was practiced by people throughout their lifespan and was a primary source of sexual pleasure for adolescents and those over the age of 70 (Herbenick et al., 2010). Counts for those engaging in oral sex, vaginal sex, and anal sex were also obtained, and it was apparent that such behaviors were not unusual. Just because a behavior is not uncommon, however, it does not mean that the majority of people practice it. For example, over 20% of men aged 25-49 and women aged 20-39 reported engaging in anal sex during the past year (Herbenick et al., 2010). That suggests it is a somewhat normal behavior, even if the majority of people are not engaging it. The same could be said for same-sex sexual behavior. Seven percent of adult women and eight percent of adult men identified as gay, lesbian, or bisexual in the study, but even more reported engaging same-sex sexual behavior (Herbenick et al., 2010). Similarly, condom use is not necessarily unusual behavior, but participants only reported using condoms about 25% of the time when having vaginal intercourse (Herbenick et al., 2010). Studies that demonstrate sexual behavior allow health practitioners and researchers a baseline understanding of what people are doing and where they might focus their efforts. It also allows communication scholars to be able to consider how language may mask or accurately reflect enacted behavior.

Oftentimes research operationalizes people in sex studies by assigning an identity to them that generally describes their sexual practices (Roberts, 2006). Many of these terms enter public discourse, such as heterosexual, bisexual, or nymphomaniac. Some of these terms are negatively perceived because they represent behavior that may be perceived as deviant (Elia, 2006). Healthy sexual behavior is not measured by deviance alone, however, as many sexual behaviors that are only enjoyed or enacted by a small percentage of the population are harmless both to the individual enacting that sexual behavior and to others (Noland, 2010). Instead, healthy sexual behavior is measured more by the harm that it causes to a person or that the person might inflict upon others (Aggrawal, 2009). The term paraphilia is used to mark sexual desires and behaviors that include dangerous activities (Kafka, 2001). They are also used as pejorative terms to insult or belittle another. Common paraphilias include compulsive masturbation, pornography dependence, and promiscuity. Many paraphilias are listed in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Sex and disease. Another common area of inquiry includes sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and infections (STIs). Many times these studies are aimed at populations that are in particular danger of acquiring such diseases, such as adolescents and young adults (Weinstock, Berman, & Cates, 2004). Sexual disease is frequently studied in terms of how it is transmitted from one partner to another (e.g., Leone, 2005) and in terms of prevention (e.g., Lombardo & Léger, 2007). As one might imagine, studies of HIV/AIDS have been quite common over the past 30 years (Walker, Hart, D'Silva, 2012), but many studies also examine general safe sex behaviors such as condom use (e.g., Noar, Carlyle, & Cole, 2006) or the effects of a disease and/or treatment has on a person's body (e.g., Mallon, Miller, Cooper, & Carr, 2003). Although it is less common, research also examines how people may cope with STDs or STIs including how they might go about seeking treatment (e.g., Gotz & Hinchcliff, 2003) or where they might go for support, especially in consideration of stigma (e.g., Fortenberry, 2004). Many studies are particularly interested in online contexts, as many are seeking both information (e.g., Noar, Clark, Cole, & Lustria, 2006) and support (e.g., Peterson, 2009) via the world wide web. Given its focus on messages, meaning, and interaction, prevention of and education about sexual diseases are research areas that communication studies is especially well equipped to handle.

Sex and reproduction. Although studies about sexual reproduction have been happening for centuries, over the last few decades this work has made impressive strides toward understanding why people are not able to conceive children and in helping those interested in becoming parents conceive children and vary them to term (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). Communication studies have explored social understandings associated with infertility, especially concerns of stigma and privacy management (Bute, 2013). Ties between sex and reproduction are often taught as part of sex education programs, both inside (Askelson, Campo, & Smith, 2012) and outside (Bute & Jensen, 2011) of the home. As such, it is not unusual to find research that addresses sex education from both reproductive and disease-preventative angles (e.g., de Irala, Urdiain, & del Burgo, 2007). Studies of sexuality and reproduction demonstrate that the topic is often tied to larger societal institutions such as marriage and family (Caldwell, Caldwell, Caldwell, & Piersis, 1998). Many research studies examine the knowledge base of those who are teaching about reproduction. For example, Veiga and colleagues examined the scientific knowledge, beliefs, and behaviors of teachers in training and found that 85% reported they were ill-equipped (and demonstrated the same via knowledge tests) to teach about human sexuality (Veiga, Teixeira, Martins, & Meliço-Silvestre, 2007). Another study reviewed 12 textbooks for secondary schools related to human sexuality and found that, on average, there were 12.6 incorrect pieces of information that could be identified in each book (de Irala, Urdiain, & del Burgo, 2007). Such studies demonstrate that health communication scholars should consider ways accurate and responsible sex education programs can be put into place.

Biology. Another path to exploring sexuality and health—one that is much more common in other disciplines than it is in communication—is biological approaches. As the label suggests, these approaches examine how bodies function in relation to sexual activities and often involve studies of brain activity, neurological systems and functions, body parts related to sexual activity, and even genetics (Bancroft, 2002). At first glance, it may appear that such research is not suited for communication inquiry, but a growing body of research related to communicobiology (Beatty, McCroskey, & Pence, 2009) examines how neurological systems are related to communication behavior. For example, Denes (2012) examined the types of disclosure that often occur after sexual activity—sometimes colloquially referred to as pillow talk—to consider its links to oxytocin, a hormone that has been linked to physical affection and intimacy. She found that women who reported experiencing orgasm during a sexual experience, and who would also be more likely to experience the effects of oxytocin—were significantly more likely to disclose to their partners after sex. She also found that disclosing positive feelings for a partner after sexual activity positively correlates with relational trust, satisfaction, and closeness. As that illustrates, connections between healthy relational practices can be related to physiological functions, making it a concern for health communication scholars interested in sexuality.

Critical approaches

Another broad approach to sexual health is enacted via critical and feminist lenses. In communication studies, a critical lens examines communicative problems that arise from "material and ideological forces that preclude or distort discursive reflection" (Craig, 2007, p. 85). In other words, critical research seeks communicative voices that may be silenced and uses scholarship to emancipate those voices. One particular type of critical approach that has gained traction is the feminist tradition (Craig & Muller, 2007). This tradition places a "focus on the importance and usefulness of talk, connectedness, and relationships" (Kramarae, 1989, p. 157) especially in consideration of women's experiences and gender-based language in public, private, and public-private spheres. Similarly, queer theory (Yep, 2003) has been used to explore the well-being of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) persons. All of these approaches are usually tied into critiques of allowing medical models to dominate health care and social perceptions of a healthy culture.

Critiques of the medicalization of sexuality. Many critical scholars critique what has come to be known as the medicalization of sexuality, or many of the perspectives often explored using the medical approach discussed earlier in this chapter. Critical scholars often argue that sex has been transformed from something that people do as a natural part of human existence into socially constructed identities or problems that are morally-distorted and largely-profitable endeavors (Roberts, 2006). Critiques of medicalization are varied, but one key theme is access. Turning sexuality into a medical issue makes the terminology, and thus the ability to interpret research findings about sexuality, understandable only to those who have medical expertise and who can read the highly specialized reports often published in expensive medical journals or practitioner guidebooks (Roberts, 2006). That, in turn, drives up health care costs related to sexuality and encourages pharmaceutical companies to encourage people they have sexual problems that need medication. For example, in his study of Viagra, Baglia (2006) detailed how men who were functioning in normal and healthy ways were often convinced by interactive marketing that they
had problems with maintaining a healthy erection. In a similar study, Tiefer (2004) explains how pharmaceutical companies—after seeing the success of Viagra—worked to develop female sexual dysfunction in order to be able to profit from the disorder. That is, it was not that a pre-existing problem needed to be solved by medication, but rather that pharmaceutical companies were trying to create a problem so that they could convince women they needed a cure.

Critical approaches to the medicalization of sexuality often critique how American attitudes about sexuality are promoted to other cultures, particularly indigenous cultures, as a way of pushing dominant sexual values into other territories (Roberts, 2006). Many times critical sexuality studies examine how identity itself is largely a social construction. As such, sexual identities are not so much something that are inherent to people and who they are but rather are an aspect of identity that is asserted and controlled by a culture. A key theorist used by critical sexuality scholars is Michel Foucault, whose The history of sexuality: An introduction (1987) details the European development of the idea that people have sexual identities and that questions how sex and sexuality have become subjects for scientific research. Many times this leads to sexual behaviors being pathologized, especially if they deviate from the norm (Terry, 1999). For example, homosexuality used to be classified as a dangerous sexual behavior, but this classification was more of a result of negative attitudes toward same-sex behavior rather than any kind of potential harm (Elia, 2003). That is why homosexual, as an identity, is viewed by many critical scholars as a negative label for same-sex oriented individuals, as it has roots in pathologizing same-sex sexual behavior (Manning, 2009b). As all of this suggests, those examining sexuality through a critical lens are often considering ways sexuality is stifled and how individuals who have been minoritized may be freed from social control of sexuality.

Harassment, violence, and consent. Another series of critical sexuality studies includes those examining physical and mental health as individuals cope with issues such as sexual harassment, sexual violence, and issues of consent. These issues are often examined through a feminist lens, as they often involve the lived experiences of women more than they do the experiences of men, but such issues can apply to the lives of many different people from many different backgrounds (Wood, 2008). Some of these topics might not appear to be ostensibly health related at first glance. For example, sexual harassment is often studied in an organizational context or as a legal issue. Health-oriented studies of sexual harassment, however, examine the anxieties that being sexually harassed can place upon an individual. For example, Bingham and Battey (2005) examined the stresses those who are sexually harassed in a collegiate environment can face, including decreased academic performance, physiological responses such as eating disorders, and lowered self-esteem. The research demonstrated that professors can provide both instrumental and emotional support for those who experience sexual harassment, thus helping with the coping process (Bingham & Battey, 2005).

Sexual aggression and assault also plays into health studies, not only in the physical effects that can result from such encounters but also in terms of mental health. Like sexual harassment, understandings of how support can be offered to survivors of sexual assault is an important consideration (Wood, 2008). Much like physical healthcare, where preventative measures can help people avoid illness, health scholars can work to avoid the mental anguish, depression, and the sometimes self-destructive behaviors that often follow sexual harassment or sexual assault, even in intimate partner relationships (Johnson, 2006). For example, hooks (1996) suggests awareness programs in organizations can help both those who are experiencing the discomfort of sexual harassment to recognize the behaviors and to help those who might engage such behaviors to avoid them. Similar studies have examined signs of sexual assault or intimate partner violence (Roloff, 1996) as well as the sources of not understanding (Hickman & Muehlenhard, 1999) or feeling entitled to ignore (Jozkowski & Peterson, in press) a need for consent to proceed with sexual activity. Unwanted sexual attention and the mental anguish it can cause are not limited to face-to-face encounters. For instance, many adolescents have reported unwanted sexual attention via text messages or social networks, and these experiences have led to needs for counseling, disruption of family systems, and the stresses that accompany navigating legal realms (Manning, in press-b).

Queer theory. The experiences of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people are often minimized in health care as much as they are in other domains (Harvey & Housel, in press). As scholarly inquiry about LGBT populations continued to evolve in the academy, one particular theoretical tradition to emerge was queer theory. Queer theory focuses on society’s tendencies to construct sexuality in ways that suggest heterosexuality is a normal and natural way of being (Yep, 2003). Not only is heterosexuality normal, but it is also normative in that those who stray from heterosexual ideals are often punished (Manning, 2009a). In his overview of the need for queer theory to facilitate healing for LGBT people and communities, Yep (2003) notes four kinds of violence that injure non-heterosexual individuals: interior-individual violence, or the anxiety, shame, fear, and internalized homophobia an LGBT individual places upon his or herself; exterior-individual violence such as verbal abuse, discriminatory behaviors, and physical violence enacted toward an LGBT person by another; interior-collective violence in the form of everyday talk that treats LGBT people as different, and usually inferior, to heterosexual people; and exterior-collective violence, or institutional policies or formations that discriminate or explicitly call for harm for LGBT people including refusal of rights for partners to visit in hospitals, refusal of marriage, or even hanging or stoning for homosexual behavior in some cultures. As this implies, queer theory seeks to understand ways the physical and mental health of LGBT people are injured and how they can be supported or protected.

ANOTHER DOMAIN: SEXUALITY AND RELATIONSHIPS

As both the medical and critical approaches to sexual health research suggest, relationships are a core part of understanding sexual practices. Of course, two people can emotionally bond without sexuality just as two people can engage sexually without emotional attachment (Diamond, 2003). Many report that their sexual expression is an important part of who they are, and that stifling
it can have profound impacts on their emotional and physical health (Sprecher, Christopher, & Cate, 2006). Moreover, a sexual relationship, whether it is temporary or enduring, can have long-term impacts on one's physical and mental well-being (Sprecher & McKinley, 1993).

Linking relationships, sex, and health

Given the potential for promoting a person's well-being, it is a worthwhile endeavor to begin establishing links between relationships, sex, and health. I begin exploring those connections here, with a heightened focus on studies of interpersonal communication. Sex and relationships are connected in many ways. Looking across a variety of romantic couple types, it is clear that sexual satisfaction correlates positively with overall relationship satisfaction (Sprecher et al., 2006). Positive correlates can also be found between sexual frequency and romantic love (Yada, 2000) as well as sexual satisfaction and the likelihood that a relationship will last (Sprecher, 2002). The nature of these links is not fully understood, and causal links have yet to be established. As Sprecher et al. (2006) speculate about these understandings:

The causal link between sexual and nonsexual aspects of relationships may be direct (e.g., when one increases, it causes increase in the other). On the other hand, it may be that sexual dimensions affect other relationship processes (e.g., sexual communication, conflict) that in turn lead to changes in general relationship dimensions. Conversely, changes in general relationship dimensions may affect relationship processes, which then induce changes in the sexual dimensions of a relationship. Unfortunately, there is surprisingly little work that directly investigates processes that might link the sexual and emotional-pair-bonding dimensions of relationships. Researchers have only indirectly studied such processes. (p. 471)

As that summation indicates, research that moves toward the development of those links is in order. Given the ties already established between sex and relationships, it is evident that healthy relationships are also related to healthy sex lives.

The health benefits of increased sexual activity. Research suggests that engaging in sexual intercourse yields many positive benefits, as both men and women who report more sexual activity also live longer, have better immune systems, and are less likely to face many diseases including cancer (Muise, 2011). Orgasms offer the potential for relaxation and improved sleep (Komisaruk, Beyer-Flores, & Whipple, 2006) as well as healthier blood circulation and better skin (Horstman, 2012). As most people who have experienced sex probably realize, it enhances mood—especially when accompanied by orgasm—as dopamine, oxytocin, and endorphins are released (Horstman, 2012). Preliminary research also suggests orgasm may encourage more oxygen to enter and nourish women's brains (Komisaruk & Whipple, 2005). Sex also is a form of exercise, with vigorous sex burning up to 200 calories an hour (O'Keefe, Vogel, Lavie, & Cordain, 2010). Of course, sex is also a source of pleasure for many, with many different erogenous zones providing different kinds of pleasure when stimulated by sexual touch. People in romantic relationships tend to have more sex than people who are not in relationships (Laumann, Gagnon, Michael, & Michaels, 1994), even if those in long-term relationships are likely to find periods of fluctuation where they are having more or less sex depending on life's circumstances (Sprecher et al., 2006).

Sexual dysfunction in relationships. Even though sex brings many benefits, it can also be a cause for frustration, embarrassment, and relational strain. Because sexuality is frequently socially constructed as part of a romantic relationship (Roland, 2010), when a couple is not engaging in sex it can lead to relational doubt (Sprecher et al., 2006). One cause of decreased or non-existent sexual intimacy is sexual dysfunction, physical and/or psychological barriers that prevent someone from engaging sex. Those in romantic relationships who are experiencing sexual dysfunction can take some relief in that research demonstrates most forms of sexual dysfunction predispose situations in a current relationship (Aubin & Heiman, 2004), and so the cause is not related to being a poor relational partner. For instance, it is not uncommon for victims of sexual assault (Heiman, 2001), those who received negative messages about sex from parents or education programs (Aubin & Heiman, 2004), and women who have been taught that the main purpose of sex is to satisfy men (Cotton-Huston & Wheeler, 1983) may experience psychological dysfunction that makes them frigid or resistant to sex or particular sexual activities. A negative body image can also cause psychological sexual dysfunction (Heiman, 2000). Many times sexual dysfunction can be managed in conjunction with therapy, medical treatment, and interpersonal work with a romantic partner (Aubin & Heiman, 2004).

Sexuality and interpersonal communication. Clearly, interpersonal relationships are tied to sexual health. Understanding the communication that constitutes those relationships would be of benefit both to a holistic understanding of sexual health and a more thorough communicology of sexuality. Such a communicology is not far out of reach. Interpersonal communication scholars have already built strong research bases exploring health (Thompson, Robinson, & Brashers, 2011), emotions (Merts & Planalp, 2011), romantic relationships (Vangelisti, 2011), biology and physiology (Floyd & Afifi, 2011), supportive communication (MacGeorge, Feng, & Burleson, 2011), and other areas that are closely related to understanding sexual health. Yet despite these advances, little work that has explicitly explored sexual health and its connections to interpersonal communication has been explored. Manning (2013) notes that the most recent edition of The SAGE Handbook of Interpersonal Communication (see Knapp & Daly, 2011) does not list sex, sexuality, nor any other ostensibly sex-oriented terms in its index. Foster (2008) notes a dearth of sexuality work in interpersonal communication studies as well, and she particularly calls for reflexive forms of research that will help to widen the scope of such endeavors. Her assertion about lack of reflexive methods is supported by a January 2013 search of the popular research database Communication and Mass Media Complete that yielded only 15 unique peer-reviewed article results when searching for combinations of the words interpersonal, sex or sexuality, and qualitative (Manning, 2013). Without studies of sexuality and interpersonal communication, full understandings of sexual health also falter. Communication researchers need to continue to widen perspectives so that researchers can ask questions that probe deeper and yield more reliable findings; teachers can disseminate these understandings to others; and practitioners can help people in their quest for sexual health.
Sex education and sexual pleasure: Families discussing purity pledges

Purity pledges are oaths young women take to refrain from sexual activity until married (Gardner, 2011). Purity pledges are frequently paired with purity rings that are worn in place of a wedding ring until marriage (Manning, 2013). Research about pledges to this point is limited to studies of efficacy (e.g., Bruckner & Bearman, 2005; Rosenbaum, 2009) and feminist critiques of the practice (e.g., Doan & Williams, 2008). In order to consider how meaning-making plays into the pledge process for families, I conducted multiadic interviews (Manning, 2010; Manning, 2013) with 13 families (57 research participants total, ethnically diverse but predominantly White; 13 mothers and fathers, 28 daughters, and 3 sons) from two United States communities. Each child interviewed signed a purity vow. Interpersonal-oriented thematic analysis (Manning & Kunkel, 2014) revealed five themes: parents should want the best for their children, sex before marriage is terrifying, young women have no sexual agency, purity rings are rich with meaning, and sex is a beautiful gift. Although all of the themes allowed interesting and notable aspects (and will continue to be explored in other research reports), two themes of particular interest to sexual education conversations. These topics were often presented in a negative light, similar to how other topics are discussed in typical parent-child sex conversations were also considered. Topics such as infidelity, peer pressure, and non-normative sexuality are commonly not included in parent-child sex conversations (Heisler, 2005; Noland, 2010), but they were regularly mentioned by families as part of purity pledge talks. These topics were often presented in a negative light, similar to how other dangers such as STDs and pregnancy were articulated. Sometimes this was articulated in vague ways, such as when a father shared, "It's not even normal sex that most of these kids are doing. It's stuff to, you know, freak out the other kids." Many times it was discussed in much more direct terms, such as the mother who in a family interview said, "Like, they needed to know about affairs, and why people have them. And why me and her father haven't. Because we were each other's first, and only, and so we don't think about others, because there's only us." Another mother offered a different perspective, stating in a private interview:

And we talk about everything. We tell them how boys will try to get them in bed, and how their friends will try to tell them it's okay, because they need to know. And we, I really think it is important that they know if
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they have sex before someone before marriage, it is cheating on their hus-
band. And it is cheating themselves, because sex feels good in a lot of ways.
So that should, it should be discovered with a husband, not some boy.

As that data exemplar somewhat illustrates, the taboo topics were often framed by parents in contrast with the pleasures that sex in a marriage can bring.

Reducing uncertainty: Sexting as exploratory practice

Just as purity pledges have received popular culture attention, so has sexting. Sexting, or the "willing interactive exchange of sexual-oriented messages using a digital mobile communications device" (Manning, 2013, p. 7), is largely constructed in research as a problematic adolescent behavior (e.g., The National Campaign, 2008) or as a heightened legal or political issue (e.g., Humbach, 2010; Juntunen & Valiverronen, 2010). It is not surprising that sexting research has been approached with assumptions that the behavior is problematic, as a review of media accounts of sexting (Manning, in press-b) revealed that sexting—as well as online sexuality in general—were being approached as almost inherently negative topics. That same review also pointed out that most of the news stories involving sexting were examining how youths were sexting, whether it be with each other or with an adult (Manning, in press-b). This made me wonder why so little attention has been paid to adults who are sexting each other, as the topic was largely unexplored in research and ignored by the media. To better understand adult sexting, I engaged 10 participant interviews that allowed for development of an online survey with 68 additional participants. Most participants were white (75.6%), but they were diverse in age (from 18 to 54 years), sex (55% female, 45% male), and sexual orientation (13% identified as lesbian, gay, or bisexual). Participants described their most recent and a memorable sexting experience; answered questions about their understandings, experiences, motivations, and views of sexting; and shared any text-based sext messages they had on their phones.

Health communication research has focused on uncertainty in many different contexts over the past two decades (Thompson et al., 2011), although most of these studies have focused on how illness creates uncertainty or social support for those who are ill rather than more mundane aspects of uncertainty such as sexual health. Considering sexuality, relational communication, and disclosure via the sexting data and using Babrow and Matthias's (2009) observations about uncertainty as a heuristic allows for insights about one way digitally-mediated interaction can facilitate healthy sexual relationships for adults. Babrow and Matthias's (2009) arguments about uncertainty suggest that uncertainty results from either having too little or too much information. When one has too little information, it creates situations of information seeking; and one has too much information, it might result in avoidance or selective attention to one information source (Babrow & Matthias, 2009). That was the case for research participants who shared they felt emboldened or in a safe space for sexual conversation during or following a sexting experience.

Some described this aspect of sexting in terms of information seeking. As a 21 year old gay White man shared in an interview, "My boyfriend, he's really shy, and that was his way of finding out what kinds of stuff I like. So I would text him something, and he would say that he liked it, and then he would ask me what I liked. And then he would talk to me, and the next time we were together, in person, he would do it." That articulation of information seeking to reduce uncertainty was not explicitly labeled, but others shared sexting experiences that were. As a 40 year old Black bisexual woman shared in a survey, "With him it was about figuring out what we were going to do together next. He would outright tell me that he wanted to know what I liked and that was sexy to him. When I told him, he would ask me if I wanted him to do those things next time we were together." Selective attention based on too much information was also reported, although as a 38 year old Latina heterosexual woman shared in her survey this might also involve clarification:

He is completely random and I never know what to expect or when. It starts usually with a picture of him and he is naked. Then he will tell me what he is doing. That is where it gets wild. One second he is having sex with me then the next he is down on me then the next he is kissing me then he puts me in different positions. Sometimes it is what we do that he says and other times it is things we do not do. Usually I am confused because I get into one position or picture in my head and then he switches it to another. Then he will say what do you think of that and I go which one?

In a member check interview, I asked if she ever attempted to resolve the random and fast-changing scenarios. She replied, "Yes. When we were together one time he told me let's try what we talked about on the phone. I said, 'Which one? You change it so fast I don't think I can keep up.' Then we told what we really wanted and really liked. And so that was nice." The combination of texting and face-to-face conversation allowed for a couple to comfortably navigate their sexual relationship.

Relational turning points: Rethinking first time sexual encounters

Events associated with passion, such as the first time two people engage sexual intercourse, are often reported as having great positive effect on relationship commitment (Baxter & Bullis, 1986). Additional research shows that the first time a couple has sex is often held as a special kind of memory, full of vivid detail and emotionally significant (Harvey, Flanary, & Morgan, 1986). Oftentimes first sex, as it is often referred to in studies of sex and sexuality, is embedded in research as part of a trajectory of relational closeness (Sprecher & McKinney, 1993)—almost as if it were part of a larger cultural narrative of how relationships progress. To be certain, many a popular press (e.g., Fein & Schneider, 2013) or morality-based (e.g., Phillips & Phillips, 2006) guide to doing healthy, happy relationships warns of the perils of engaging sex too soon in a relationship. These notions are turned on their head, somewhat, by reviewing the results of four multiadic interviews that were conducted using the Retrospective Interview Technique (RIT) (Huston, Surra, Fitzgerald, & Cate, 1981), a process that has individuals or couples plot their relationships on a graph that represents time and commitment.
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Instances on those graphs that are associated with change in commitment, whether they be positive or negative, are labeled as turning points (Baxter & Bullis, 1986). As an alternate way to generate an understanding of relational turning points, I asked each member of a couple to generate their turning points in a separate room and away from each other. Following that process, I interviewed each member of the couple separately and promised that I would not share anything they told me with the partner. I then joined the two back together and had them negotiate their turning points chart into one chart (recording this negotiation), and following that I interviewed them again together about their final chart. This data collection is ongoing, but to date I have collected data from 54 couples (108 participants). Most of these couples do follow a pattern where sex either followed a date or series of dates or where sex signified the beginning the relationship after a period of friendship and flirting. Four couples did not follow this pattern.

In two of the four cases, the couples were disjunctive in how they listed their first turning point. In those two cases, one of the partners listed first sex as the beginning turning point where the other included meeting at a bar (in one case) and going on a first date (in the other). After discussing the situation with their partners, first sex was listed by both couples as being the first turning point. When I asked about this, the couples offered similar answers. This interview excerpt from a couple in their 40s helps to illuminate the situation:

Husband: I didn't want you to get the wrong idea, and I didn't want her to be, to think that we were telling you too much. We don't usually do that.

Wife: No.

Husband: But we did that night! (Laughs.)

Interviewer: So do you tell others?

Wife: See, that's why I listed it as having sex. Because I don't even remember what we talked about in the bar. Me and my girlfriends were out, and then I saw him and that was about all there was to it until the next morning.

Husband: So I guess I'm lucky I was good looking. (Laughs.) She was good looking too, and she was funny, and so there was more to it than us wanting sex.

Wife: Obviously.

Husband: So I guess I don't want to think of it that way either.

Interviewer: So what do you tell others?

Husband: We say we met in a bar, but. But we don't tell them we had sex that first night. We talk more about how we met in the bar and thought each other was funny. And I don't think there's anything wrong or dishonest there. Most people don't tell that.

Wife: But really it was the sex that got me interested. I didn't get up and go the next morning.

Husband: And I was glad she didn't.

Wife: But it was the sex and us cracking jokes that kept us around.

As the data illustrate, the couple remembers sexual attraction as the first turning point, but that turning point is socially stifled in favor of more acceptable discourses.

The couple in the previous interview did not seem to struggle much with first sex also serving as their first turning point. That was not the case with two other couples who listed first sex as first turning point. Turning to an interview excerpt from a couple in their early 30s to illustrate the struggle:

Girlfriend: If I could change one thing, that would be it. Because it's not accepted in my family that you'd do that.

Boyfriend: And I'm afraid people would judge me, and her probably too.

Girlfriend: Me more than you. I think only whores do that.

Interviewer: So, just to clarify, you two met that night online and then in a couple of hours you got together?

Boyfriend: It was probably about four hours, and then it got late.

Girlfriend: But a lot happened in those four hours.

Boyfriend: No one gets that.

Interviewer: So you've told people?

Boyfriend: No, not really.

Girlfriend: Kind of. I've changed it some. I tell it like it's a first date.

Interviewer: So why is it not a first date?

Boyfriend: You can't have a first date on the internet.

Girlfriend: And then to have sex right after meeting someone on the internet? You're double-dinged. Only whores do that.

Boyfriend: So we keep it pretty secret.

As that exemplar illustrates, context is important. In this case, meeting online changes the context of first sex in such a way that it is qualitatively distinct from the other three couples' explanations.
of first sex as first turning point. When asked later why the conversation online might not represent a turning point, the couple was insistent that online conversations were not real—even though they met that way and were together for over five years.

Of the four couples, none indicated they shared that first sex was their first turning point. As a member of one of the couples observed, "You don't talk about sex in your relationship in general, and so even if it is what started you can't really bring it up." A member of another couple said, "Even if we're comfortable with it, and I think we are, others probably wouldn't be." In addition to allowing a sense of the stress and discomfort some couples feel when explaining their relationships—as well as a tendency to shape the narrative to conventional norms—this research also helps to illustrate how sexual scripts are normative. This normativity can have profound impacts on one's relational and sexual health. For example, given that so many popular press books on dating and finding a soul mate stress the importance of delaying sex (Zimmerman, Holm, & Starrels, 2001), one might feel as if a relationship is doomed if that sex were to come too early. Other research suggests that those who feel uneasy about their sexuality or as if their sexual behaviors are not a part of the norm might not be honest with health care providers about their sexual activity (Manning, in press-a).

Perhaps most importantly, these data help to illustrate the understandings that can emerge from reviewing the outliers. Research demonstrates men and women both report a greater likelihood of sex in relationships when there is emotional investment (Hill, 2002), but these data indicate some develop an emotional investment because of sex. As Metts (2004) notes, gendered scripts might also have an impact on how people remember and articulate their sexual experiences, so the outliers to research findings about when sexual activity enters a relationship might not be as small as data indicate. Given culture's tendency to shame sexuality that is deviant, developing fuller understandings of the sexual outliers can help people to feel more comfortable with their sexuality—or—if the non-normative behavior has negative personal consequences—consider how that behavior may be addressed.

Continuing the conversation: Toward a holistic approach

As these studies illustrate, the connections between sexuality, relationships, and health may not be as obvious as one might expect, but they are certainly worth exploring as possible links to people's sexual health, happiness, and well-being. As the broad overview of sexual health and communication literature reveals, there is room for exploration and growth as a sexual communicology continues to be established. The data analyzed in this essay seeks to expand exploration and growth in one particular area—interpersonal communication studies—to explore how cultures create meaning and social structures about healthy sexual practices via communication. Surely many other areas of sexual health await exploration in a holistic communicology of sexuality. As Manning (2014) asserts in continuing an argument for constitutive approaches to studies of interpersonal communication, "Only by reading and thinking across traditions... can we advance the field as a whole while conducting specialized work on particular topics" (p. 501). As the various traditions collected together in this essay demonstrate, the various approaches to sex and sexuality can allow multiple, rich contributions to communication research, teaching, and practice.
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